IDEAS CENTRE Health & Safety Policy
The Centre is a Non-Profit Organisation.
Its aim, supported by Public Funds, is to support Developing Countries in their efforts to integrate into
the global economy and the transition to multilateral trading system, in order to contribute to
Sustainable Development. It has the status of an organisation of public interest in Switzerland and is
therefore tax exempt.

The Centre pursues the following objectives:


Offers services, strategic advice and support for the establishment of Institutions in the fields
of Political Economy and International Trade



Provides training and support in trade negotiations at the regional and global level



Promotes Public-Private cooperation in the areas of Development and Governance



Analysis of economic cooperation between developed and developing countries / transition, as
well as cooperation among developing countries / transition.



Encourages policy dialogue on issues related to International Trade, Development
cooperation and Economic Governance.

IDEAS Centre takes Health and Safety extremely seriously - the welfare of its staff is important. IDEAS
employs a team of Trade Policy Advisors who undertake research and advises Least Developed
Countries to help them adapt their Trade Policies to develop their national economy, access the world
economy, and encourages sustainable development.
IDEAS Centre is also a member of the Swiss Centre Patronal and receives yearly guidelines through
the “Guide de l’Employeur”, strictly followed for the welfare of its employees.
It also takes its lead from the Health & Safety Swiss regulations, ensuring that all its activities exceed
the regulations set out by Article 6 of the Swiss Work Law. Good working conditions and a sense of
success in the workplace, on the other hand, generate both physical and psychological well-being and
can increase the motivation and performance of workers.
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